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finally, some contractors who are not trained/instructed properly and/or are not used to the professional/technical environment would waste time trying to correct/modify a student’s work, resulting in the students frustration and finally, in the instructors frustration. the information provided by instructors, staff and administrators is the most important and valuable piece of
information. often times, it is very difficult for students to find it in the course management system. students sometimes may have to scroll down, down, down to the bottom of the course management system and even that may not be enough. to put this information in a canvas assignment, follow these steps: click the assign tab in canvas. click the relevant assignment. click
the video tab. click the radio button to switch the editable canvas files (or file groups) to on. click the “+add assignment” button. click the slide on the slide list that you want to serve as a note. click the “+ add comment” button. enter any notes you want. click the save button. i also highly recommend using an external microphone for recordings in canvas. i record in a room
where the walls are not very sound-reflective, but several students have had issues with camtasia studio not recognizing the input from a lapel microphone. an external microphone solves this problem by allowing the student to hit record and immediately begin talking. a more technical recommendation is to avoid cutting and pasting files within canvas and using a video file

in a canvas assignment. this can lead to problems when students go back to the original file and attempt to edit it.
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anyone who does project work with student teams will tell you that sometimes its hard to find a big enough piece of paper! if
youre teaching in a school, most classrooms will have a few extra pieces of 8.5 x 11 paper you can use for projects.

otherwise, you can print any old scrap of paper to use as your template. all you need to do to make your own large enough
project is to draw a rectangle around a 6-inch square and draw straight vertical and horizontal guidelines across the rectangle
with a pencil. then, measure your content (words, etc.) and cut out. the perfect solution for attaching or tying items together
or to any surface is the clear flexi-view flat plastic binder clip. i often use these clips to attach project work to the back of a
page, allowing students to easily remove it when finished. i would recommend multiple uses for math word problems in the
class, such as stating the problem, differentiating necessary and sufficient information, finding all different solutions, and
writing your solutions as you solve them. i would also list problems that are too long for a problem or set of problems to a

website where you can access the problems and your solutions online. students felt that their ability to follow along with the
course materials, including materials online, is vital. this was ranked highest on students’ lists of skills they feel are most

important in understanding the course (see table 4). when i started my screen capture company with four employees, i had
no money, no customers, and no connections. in other words, i was starting from the bottom. now, we have over 100

employees, a record-setting customer base, two bestselling books, an award-winning game, and, of course, a slew of awards
of our own. because of this amazing track record, id thought id share some of the stuff weve learned about success.
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